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The	/g/	Wiki:
http://wiki.installgentoo.com
/	/g/	is	for	the	discussion	of
technology	and	related
topics.	/g/	is	NOT	your

personal	tech	support	team
or	personal	consumer	review

site.	For	tech
support/issues	with
computers,	use	/wsr/	-

Worksafe	Requests	or	one
of	the	following:

https://startpage.com/	or

R:	26	/	I:	1
How	much	ram	do	you	need
on	your	Android	phone	to	be
able	to	run	Facebook,

Messenger,	Whatsapp	and
IRC	without	lag?	I	have	1GB
on	my	current	LG	android
phone	and	it	takes	about	15
FUCKING	SECONDS	to
switch	between	the	apps	i
mentioned	earlier.	Im

wondering	whether	it's	worth

R:	275	/	I:	25
/sqt/	Stupid	Questions
Thread:	This	thread	was
created	to	prevent	anons
from	spamming	new
threads,	for	technology

questions	they	have.	If	you
are	that	person,	post	your
simple/small/stupid

questions	here	Don't	bump.
This	is	a	slow	board,	and
will	continue	to	be.	Wait	for
an	answer	or	google	it.	If

you	see	other	anons	posting
questions	outside	this

R:	37	/	I:	2
>ublock	keeps	blocking
sourceforge	what	do

R:	118	/	I:	17
/hpg/	-	Headphone
General:	>Requesting
purchase	advice:

http://pastebin.com/hjHkKD
yM	>/g/	wiki	headphone

FAQ:
https://wiki.installgentoo.co

m/index.php?
title=Headphones	>Previous

thread:	>>52369566

R:	23	/	I:	1
Windows	10:	Why	did	you
upgrade	to	Windows	10?

R:	5
Why	does	Microsoft	make

apps	for.	Android?

R:	58	/	I:	14
Its	Nvidia	wood	screws	all
over	again!:	The	"pascal"
chips	shown	on	the	Drive	PX
2	module	are	in	fact	normal
Maxwell	GM204.	So	Nvidia
lied	again.	Looks	like	they
still	have	problems	with

Pascal	and	TSMC's	16FF+
process.	AMD	in	contrast
already	showed	their	next
gen	Polaris	GPU	based	on

R:	7	/	I:	1
>finally	switch	from	gimp	to
photoshop	to	see	what	the
fuss	is	about	>look	up	some
tutorials	>things	that	I
consider	advanced

techniques	and	took	me
years	to	master	in	gimp	can
now	be	done	by	newbs	with
the	single	click	of	a	button
why	did	I	waste	away	my
youth	with	open	source
software	/g/	why

R:	8
You	can	only	choose	one
OS	to	use	for	the	rest	of
your	life:	Do	you	choose
Windows	8	or	Ubuntu?

R:	16	/	I:	1
Is	there	something	wrong
with	Xperia	phones?	Why
don't	they	sell	well?

http://www.androidpolice.co
m/2015/07/30/sony-mobile-
has-worst-quarter-in-three-
years-as-xperia-sales-

plummet/

R:	1
Candy	Crush	Soda	Saga,
now	pre-installed	with
Windows	10!	: )̂

R:	69	/	I:	5
Why	do	you	hate	me	so
much	/g/?	Without	Ubuntu,
Linux	would	still	be	in	the

dark	ages. R:	110	/	I:	4
/dpt/	-	Daily	Programming

Thread:	old	thread:
>>52375963	What	are	you

working	on,	/g/?

R:	2
What	programming

language	did	God	write	The
Universe	in?

R:	270	/	I:	21
/flt/	-	Friendly	Linux

Thread:	Intended	for	users
of	all	levels,	including

absolute	beginners.	There
are	three	ways	to	try	Linux,
you	can:	1)	Install	a	Linux
OS	on	a	VM	(Virtual
Machine/VirtualBox)	for
"safety	purposes"	2)	Use
the	Live	ISO	directly	without
installing	anything,	that	way,
you	can	get	a	"full	Linux

R:	2	/	I:	2
/bst/	Battlestations:	Hello
Everynyan!	Thread	needs
correct	ctrl-f-able	title.
Whats	the	next	thing	you
need	to	buy	for	your	station?
I	need	speaker	stands	or	a
better	desk.	r8	or	h8.

R:	19	/	I:	3
This	is	it.	This	is	the	straw
that	breaks	the	camel's

back.	I've	been	on	win10	for
almost	a	month	now,	and	I'm
switching	all	my	machines
to	linux.	This	OS	is	fucking
apple-tier	spyware	bullshit
where	nothing	works,

nothing	is	configurable,	and
everything	sucks	so	hard	I
literally	can't	get	any	fucking

R:	184	/	I:	38
what	monitor	does	/g/	use?

R:	164	/	I:	11
>What	is	Remix	OS?	Remix
OS	is	a	fork	of	Android	x86
that	is	modded	for	better
usability	with	mice	and

touchpads.	It's	designed	to
run	on	your	PC.

http://www.jide.com/en/remi
xos-for-pc	>When	is	it
released?	Where's	the
download?	The	English

version	that	includes	gapps
is	released	SOMETIME
TODAY.	The	ching	chong
version	without	gapps	is

released	NOW.
https://otacdn.jide.com/ota/

R:	265	/	I:	17
http://arstechnica.co.uk/ga
ming/2016/01/muslim-man-
blocked-from-playing-game-
because-his-name-is-on-a-
government-blacklist/	>"Your
account	creation	has	been
blocked	as	a	result	of	a

match	against	the	Specially
Designated	Nationals	list
maintained	by	the	United
States	of	America's	Office	of
Foreign	Assets	control,"
read	the	form.	"If	you	have
questions,	please	contact
customer	service	at

accounts@epicgames.com.
"	DESIGNATED

R:	38	/	I:	7
Our	eyes	are	technology:
This	site	will	explain	the
McCullough	Effect	illusion,
and	allow	you	to	deliberately

induce	it	in	yourself.
http://www.michaelbach.de/

ot/col-
McCollough/index.html

Essentially,	it	causes	one	to
see	nonexistent	colours	in
monochrome	scenes	that

R:	3
Android	Browsers:	I've
heard	and	seen	a	lot	of
people	who	don't	like	their
stock	Internet	browser	for
their	phone,	and	I've	never
understood	why.	I've	tried
using	plenty	of	browsers,
such	as	Chrome	and

Firefox,	and	I've	noticed	that
they	are	much	less

responsive	when	zooming	in

R:	18
Spying/Bugging:	So	I	think
my	aunts	house	is	bugged
with	a	cam	or	recording

device.	Every	time	my	aunt
goes	out	this	acquaintance
of	hers	seems	to	know

where	she	is.	Now	this	guy
has	fixed	stuff	for	us	before
so	I	think	he	might	have
something	in	out	attic	or
walls.	Might	be	some

software	on	her	laptop?	Who
knows.	What	Im	asking	is	if
/g/	has	any	experience	with

R:	64	/	I:	3
Let's	code	together	/g/
https://codeshare.io/ju9Cl

R:	49	/	I:	7
Can	someone	tell	me	what's
so	bad	about	SystemD?	I
hear	mint	is	adding	it	next

release	and	that's
supposedly	going	to	kill	the
OS.	GIF	related	I	suppose.

R:	5
Do	you	like	mr	stallman

(intentionally	in	uppercase)?

R:	58	/	I:	6
Is	Windows	7	going	to	go
the	way	of	Windows	XP?	I
really	don't	want	the	new
bullshit	in	Windows	10	and
my	laptop	has	a	discrete

GPU	that	Linux	can't	detect.

R:	24	/	I:	4
.

R:	33	/	I:	5
What	does	/g/	think	of

xkcd?
R:	221	/	I:	72

/wt/	watch	thread:	/wt/
watch	thread:	This	thread	is
about	the	appreciation	of
watches,	as	well	as	the
micro-engineering	and

materials	engineering	that	is
required	to	make	a	fine

watch.	Required	viewing	for
newbies:

https://youtu.be/508-
rmdY4jQ	Previous	thread

R:	19	/	I:	5
Record	player:

Recommendations	on	a
budget	record

player/turntable	setup?

R:	310	/	I:	58
/mkg/	-	mechanical
keyboards	general:

Granite	drop	is	live	edition
Topre	sound	comparison

https://m.youtube.com/watc
h?v=fbYDZWlCBSc
>>Buyer's	Guide:

>>http://pastebin.com/QJD7
fSGU	>>Where	to	Buy:

>>http://pastebin.com/8Yku
80VL	>>FAQs:

>>http://pastebin.com/M5w
7QtKp	>Old	Thread:

R:	4
/mkg/	-	Mechanical
Keyboards	General:
Limited	edition	edition.
Round	4	Granite	keyset
group	buy	is	active.

>Seriously	guys,	this	is
*really*	the	last	time	we're
going	to	make	these

keycaps,	and	we	mean	it
this	time!	>Buyer's	Guide:
>http://pastebin.com/QJD7f
SGU	>Where	to	Buy:

>http://pastebin.com/8Yku8
0VL	>FAQs:

>http://pastebin.com/M5w7

R:	8	/	I:	5
Post	your	cursor,	faggots.

R:	11	/	I:	1
lo/g/os	linux:	have	you
used	the	os	developed	by

/g/	yet?	how	is	it?
R:	11	/	I:	3

Hello	/g/	After	uninstalling	all
unused	packages	on	Debian

I	don't	have	network
connection	amymore.	When
I	try	to	ping	an	IP	I	get	the
error	message	“network
unreachable“.	Neither	LAN
or	WiFi	work.	Eth0	and	wifi0
is	normally	down.	If	i	start
them	it	doesn't	help.

Anybody	has	a	solution?

R:	77	/	I:	6
Which	distro	do	you	use

and	why?

R:	6	/	I:	1
What's	windows	10	like	on
2Gb	of	ram?	Thinking	of
getting	an	old	asus	t100	for
a	cheap	little	laptop	to	carry
around	the	city	with	me.	I'd
mostly	be	doing	web
browsing	and	studying

webdev

R:	6
Why	phone	market	sucks?

R:	36	/	I:	4
/spa/	Smartphone	Advice
General:	A	place	to	collect

every	thread	with
smartphone	questions	Ask
other	anons	for	advices	and

experiences	with
smartphones	---	Previous
thread	>>52346255

R:	34	/	I:	7
Upgrade	i3-540?:	Evening
/g/entlemen.	I	have	come	to
you	to	help	me	decide	if	I
should	use	some	of	my
scholarship	money	to
upgrade	my	i3-540	to	a
modern	i5.	My	CPU	still
runs,	and	I	have	grown	to
love	this	little	bugger	after	all
these	years	together.	For
upgrading:	i3	hangs	up	for

R:	30	/	I:	4
/ptg/:	Old	thread:

>>52375340	Not	sure	what
private	trackers	are	all

about?	The	mission	of	/ptg/
is	to	promote	the	highest
possible	standards	of

tracker	service	by	providing
members	with	opportunities

for	professional
development,	by	recognizing
technical	competence

through	examinations	and

R:	12	/	I:	3
Old	ish	hardware.:
VRROOOM	These	fans
were	annoying	and

inefficient.

R:	16
Is	there	anyway	to	bypass
the	activation	lock	on	an
iPhone?	I'm	a	rep	at	a

wireless	company	and	I	was
trying	to	help	an	old	lady
who	couldn't	use	her	phone
because	she	could	not
remember	her	apple

password.	I	know	if	I	can't
get	past	that	there	is
nothing	I	can	do	and	her
phones	a	brick.	I	tried
googling	it	but	no	luck.	If
you	could	point	me	in	right
direction	I	would	appreciate
it.	>inb4	you're	a	thief	nigger

R:	2
Programming	Languages
for	/sci/:	What	should	I
learn	for	Mechanical

Engineering?	For	software
development?	For	AI	/

algorithms?

R:	130	/	I:	56
Desktop	Thread:	Desktop
Thread	Sleepy	Time	Edition

R:	40	/	I:	4
Telegram	thread:	If	anyone

want	to	join	us	for
shitposting	in	telegram	here

is	a	link
https://telegram.me/join?
invite=CEYFOQTvVqJW0tol
zXOClQ	Or	write	you	ID	and
I	will	add	you	manually	You
can	create	username	and
you	don't	need	to	share	you
phone	number	like	in

R:	28
??

R:	15
Lubuntu:	did	you	guys
notice	that	the	quality	of
lubuntu	went	down?	just
installed	15.10	and	holy

shit,	bugs	that	were	reported
2	months	ago	weren't	fixed,
shit's	a	mess.	anyone

knows	what	happened	to	the
team?

R:	1
Anybody	with	a	Surface	Pro
3	ever	get	into	a	UEFI	boot
loop?	My	SP3	just	does	not
seem	to	want	linux	on	it,
have	tried	debian,	mint,	and
arch...	Each	time	after

reboot	it	goes	into	this	UEFI
boot	loop.	Wtf	is	wrong?

R:	2
>r00	>r01	...	>r87

R:	3
alright	/g/eniuses,	what	font
is	this	and/or	how	do	i	get
it?	[spoiler]it's	Unity's

example	c#	script	font	if	that
helps[/spoiler]

R:	43	/	I:	31
Is	it	true	that	a	gaming

mouse	enables	you	to	draw
a	perfect	circle	in	MsPaint?
Pic	related,	attempted	circle
with	stock	Dell	mouse

R:	33	/	I:	9
/hst/	Home	Server

Thread:	In	this	ITT	thread
we	sit	by	the	warm	glow	of
our	lack	racks	with	the
rhythmic	blinking	of	hdd
indicators	reflecting	off	our
faces,	and	discuss:	-

Virtualization	Technology:
Do	you	use	Xen,	KVM	or
ESX?	Do	you	think

virtualization	is	for	pussies
and	keep	all	your	hosts
baremetal?	Or	are	you	an
openvz/lxc	type	guy.	-	NFS,

R:	6
Ummm,	that's	a	new	one...

R:	3	/	I:	1
http://pictureswap.org/:

your	thoughts	on
http://pictureswap.org/

R:	37	/	I:	19
speccy	general:	Speccy
thread?	Speccy	thread.
Post	your	desktop

pcs/servers/laptops/tablets
speccy	reports,	anons.

R:	243	/	I:	25
kek'd R:	26	/	I:	3

The	most	successful	/g/
project	(	TOX	)	is	being
bashed	by	the	reddit

shitheads.	It's	time	to	help!
Make	accounts	and

downvote	the	naysayers,
help	our	project,	/g/!	To	the
rescue!	TOX	is	the	future!
https://www.reddit.com/r/proj
ecttox/comments/40moct/to
x_android_client_developer_

quits/

R:	20	/	I:	4
can	anyone	explain	VRMs
to	me?:	specifically	the
following	issues:	>	are	they
really	just	simple	Buck
converters?	(what	are	the
actual	circuits?)	>	how	do
multi	"phase"	VRM	setups
actually	work	>	where
exactly	does	coil	whine
come	from?	>	why	is	it	not
feasible	to	shift	it	into	the
ultrasonic	range,	etc?	I	don't
understand	why	they	can
still	be	such	an	annoyance
in	the	Year	of	Our	Lord
2015+1	and	would	like	to
know	if	it's	really	an

intractable	issue	or	just

R:	14
hey	/g/	who	is	that	guy	in

the	bottom	right?

R:	1	/	I:	1
/mpv/	general:	>	latest
stable	windows	builds	for

mpv:	-
https://mpv.srsfckn.biz/mpv-

i686-latest.7z	-
https://mpv.srsfckn.biz/mpv-
x86_64-latest.7z	>	Latest
testing	windows	builds	for

mpv:	-
https://bitbucket.org/rorgorot

h/mpv-for-

R:	7	/	I:	2
We	/comfy/	in	here?

R:	8
virtual	box:	so	/g/	i	have
been	trying	to	run	virtual	box
for	a	while	but	i	haven't	been
able	to	because	i	ran	into	a
problem	i	have	a	disk	image
file	instead	of	a	iso	and	i
have	tried	looking	it	up	but	i
still	have	no	idea.	please
help	me	with	this.	pic

related.

R:	20	/	I:	4
What	do	you	guys	think

about	Black	Berry	Priv?	Is	it
worth	it?	I	like	the	Physical
Keyboard	Slide	extension,
cuz	I	am	not	a	fan	of

touchkeyboards	and	my
precision	on

touchkeyboards	is	for	shit.

Hi	/g/,	I	am	looking	for	some
linux	documentation	about
this	:	I	have	a	linux	exam
tomorrow	and	I'm	preparing
it,	but	I'm	having	a	hard	time
setting	up	two	things	:	1)	I
have	an	SSH	server,	and	it
is	asked	for	clients	to

authentify	via	certificates	2)	I
also	need	to	set	up	an	FTP
server,	so	I	installed	the
package,	but	I	need	to	set
up	conditions	on	users	who
log	on	the	server	such	as	:
user1	can	access	his

personnal	directory	user2
can	send	data	via	FTP	but

R:	1	/	I:	1
hi	/g/	how	do	I	store	form
data	as	a	javascript

variable?	for	example	how
would	I	store	the	user's

email	adress	as	var	email	=
xxx@fhamo.com	<form
action="thankyou.html"

method="post"
id="emailcap">	E-mail:
<input	type="text"

name="email">	<input

R:	9
Hi,	newfag	here.	Was
helping	my	cousin	with

removing	and	adding	some
audio	books	on	her	iPad.	I
hate	Apple	and	have	noe
idea	how	to	use	iTunes.	The
program	won't	let	me	add	or
delete	anything.	In	this

example	I'm	trying	to	delete
via	right	click	but	I	only	get
the	option	to	"show	info".
Also	delete	key	don't	do

anything.	Tried	Google	but	it
didnt	help	me.	Any	help
from	4chan?	Thanks.

R:	3	/	I:	1
Why	can't	i	OverClock	my
FX8350	under	Win10.:
Why	can't	i	OverClock	my
FX8350	under	Win10.	it

worked	fine	under	Win8.1.	I
heard	that	Win10	with	latest
updates	cockblocks	you	to
OC	the	cpu.	Any	one	with

same	problem???

R:	113	/	I:	14
/tpg/	-	ThinkPad	General:

Previous	thread:
>>52351145	Other	business
laptops	are	also	welcome	in

/tpg/	(e.g.	Dell
Latitude/Precision,	HP
EliteBook/ZBook).	New

2016	ThinkPads	announced:
http://www.anandtech.com/s
how/9889/lenovo-refreshes-
thinkpad-lineup-at-ces

http://arstechnica.com/gadg
ets/2016/01/big-ram-laptops-

R:	79	/	I:	4
LaTeX:	/g,	what	is	LaTeX
even	about?	Unnecessary	to

learn?
R:	1

Family+Tech	Thread:
Family	Tech	stories..	How
Tech-retard	is	your	family?

R:	34
What's	the	best	Ultrabook
to	buy?:	Hi	/g/,	I'm	looking
for	a	new	light	and	powerfull
laptop:	-i5	processor	is

enough	-8	GBs	ram	or	more
-13	to	14	inch	screen	-a

dedicated	GPU	if	possible	-
no	Apple	-Budget	is	1,200$
I'll	be	using	it	for	basic	stuff
but	I	wanna	be	able	to	play
video	game	with	a	decent
graphic	level	and	fps.	(for
exemple	if	it	can	run

borderlands	2,	it's	enough

R:	151	/	I:	26
>more	secure	&	stable	than
virus	infested	wangblows
>more	professional

programs	and	games	than
loonix	>based	on	unix,	can
do	pretty	much	everything
loonix	can	>polished,	not
made	by	basement	dwelling
neckbeards	or	poo2theloos
How	can	other	OS's	even

compete?

R:	1
Alright	/g/.	Is	it	possible	to
play	snes9x	EX+	and
ePSXe	games	from	my

phone	and	then	connect	it	to
my	HDTV	using	a	mini	USB
to	hdmi	cable	and	have	two
players	playing	with	actual
controllers?	I	have	an	LG
leon	and	I	just	wanna	play
some	killer	instinct	and

marvel	vs.	capcom	with	my

R:	11	/	I:	2
Getting	New	Speakers.:
Hey	guys	my	trusty

Logitech-Z-2300	system
died	on	me	so	i'm	looking	for
a	nice	replacement.	I	hear
they	were	pretty	top	tier	and
expensive	when	they	came
out	so	i'm	hoping	i	can	get
the	same	quality	out	of	a
cheaper	product	today.
Anyone	have	any	good

R:	2
What	is	the	best	lightweight
browser	for	Android?	I	have
a	Galaxy	S	with	a	really	old
Cyanogenmod	version.

Firefox	for	Android	runs	very,
very	slow,	and	usually

crashes	after	5	minutes	of
use.	What	are	you	guys'
favorite	Android	web
browsers?	pic	not
necessarily	related

CSS	Design	General:	CSS
design	general.	Show	us

your	work,	how	you	made	it,
and	ask	us	for	input.	I'd	like
to	know,	does	anyone	know
of	a	good	IDE	that	supports
realtime	HTML	viewing?	I've
used	c9.io	in	the	past,	but	I
want	something	on	my

machine	now.	Linux	support
preferred,	but	Windows	is
okay	too.	Pic	related,	made
it	a	few	months	ago.	(
http://gyaa.ga/lorem/	)

R:	25	/	I:	1
why	cant	we	use	these	for
PC	cooling.	They	are	silent
as	fuck.	I	am	talking	about
case	mounted	fans/pc
accessory	using	this

technology.

R:	4
Anyone	here	own	the

Lenovo	Yoga	900?	Specs
are	bretty	good	and	the
ability	to	flip	the	screen
around	is	solid	and	non-
gimicky.	It's	thinness	and
lightness	are	exactly	what	I
want.	Think	I'm	going	to	pick
it	up	in	the	several	weeks.
Anyone	has	had	any	issues
with	it?	I	know	the	900s	is
coming	out	in	march,	for	the

R:	16	/	I:	2
What	math	app	for	Android
do	you	recommend?	I

currently	use	MalMath,	but
I'm	looking	for	something

better.

R:	114	/	I:	21
What's	your	favourite	distro
and	why	do	you	hate	the
Jews?	My	favourite	is	Arch
Linux	and	I	hate	the	Jews
because	they	are	a

scheming	thieving	tribe	that
needs	to	be	eradicated	for
prosperity	of	the	white	man.

R:	2
plz	help	solve	compability
issues	for	planescape:

torment	for	my	chromebook
acer	windows	laptop	it	says
search	chromeweb	but	i
don't	know	how	to	do	that

either

R:	65	/	I:	7
>AMD	cucks	early	adopters
and	drops	nano	to	$499

R:	251	/	I:	75
YLYL:	YLYL	/g/	edition

R:	18	/	I:	1
>Chrome	and	Firefox	only
capable	of	720p	meanwhile
IE	and	Edge	go	up	to	4k

http://techblog.netflix.com/2
013/06/html5-video-in-ie-11-
on-windows-81.html?m=1
https://help.netflix.com/en/n
ode/23742	Google	Chrome
up	to	720p	Internet	Explorer
up	to	1080p	Microsoft	Edge
up	to	1080p	Mozilla	Firefox
up	to	720p	Opera	up	to	720p
Safari	up	to	1080p	on	Mac
OS	X	10.10.3	or	later

R:	112	/	I:	35
Can	any	of	your	peasant

snoopdragon	420
processors	can	rival	the

masterrace	A9	chip.	Cry	me
a	river	Androidfags

R:	6	/	I:	1
How	to	solve?

R:	54	/	I:	3
The	vive	is	the	most
gimmicky	of	all	VR
headsets	>full	room

experience	yeah	literally
what	game	would	benefit
from	the	ability	to	walk
around	a	15'x15'	space

R:	12	/	I:	1
If	I	use	Windows	ONLY	for
games	(I	do	ALL	my	other
computing	tasks	on	another
OS),	is	it	beneficial	for	me	to
get	Windows	10?	Also,	if	I
have	Windows	7	activated
via	loader	by	Daz,	will	I	get
an	activated	windows	10
after	the	upgrade?

R:	33	/	I:	13
Flip	phones	being	released
in	2016.	What	are	my

options.	No	need	for	a	huge
iPhone	and	pointless	apps
and	games	and	exorbitant
monthly	fees	in	Canada	for
data	plans	just	so	you	can
clash	of	clan	at	work	or	use
the	gps	3	times	per	year.
Wifi	would	be	nice	for	maps
so	I	can	connect	at	a	fast
food	restaurant	and	browse

maps	there.

R:	11	/	I:	2
Linux	Bloat:	Can	someone
explain	to	me	precisely,

what	people	mean	under	the
term	bloated	when	talking
about	various	distros	and
DE's?	Say,	person	X	is
talking	about	KDE	and
suddenly	person	Y	is	like
"hurr	KDE	is	bloated	as

fuck,	I'd	never	use	that"	etc.
Same	with	literally	any	other
distro.	Ubuntu?	bloated.
Mint?	Also	bloated.	Like

R:	2
Moving	back	to	Windows
7:	So,	I'm	pissed	with	W10
and	want	W7	with	its

simplicity	and	classic	theme
back.	After	installing	gentoo,
what	else	should	i	make
sure	to	do	before	installing

W7?

R:	4	/	I:	1
When	will	IPv6	become	the
norm?	I	mean	really	you	can
send	packets	that	are	4gb	in
size.	Who	wouldn't	want

this?
Left	my	phone	at	home	and
the	screen	stayed	on.	8
hours	later	and	it's	at	67%.
Based	moto	g	3.	It's	the	true

value	phone.

R:	2
SOMETHING	HAPPENED:
SOMETHING	HAPPENED R:	130	/	I:	21

What	Bible	software	does
/g/	use?	I'm	getting	quite
sick	of	using	e-sword	and
am	looking	for	an	alternative

R:	4
XPS	15	9530,	500€:	worth
it?:	Hey	/g/uys!	So	i	have
this	occasion:	>	Dell	XPS
15	9530	>	Intel	Core	i7	4712
HQ	Quad	Core	>	16	GB	ram
>	15.6"	QHD	3200x1800
touch	screen	>	mSata	512
GB	SSD	>	Intel	+	nVidia
graphic	card	Price	is	500
euros	but	there	is	a	catch:
the	laptop	currently	does	not
boot.	According	to	the
seller:	"Likely	a	BIOS
problem.	A	new	BIOS

should	be	flashed.	Turns	on,

R:	5	/	I:	1
>phpjuden	will	defend	this

R:	95	/	I:	10
Do	you	think	data	hoarding
is	real?	I	sort	of	think	so,	I
have	5	hard	drives,	two	are
filled	to	the	brim	with

random	images	and	media
and	the	other	is	2TB	of
anime.	What	about	you?

R:	14	/	I:	1
Hello.

R:	71	/	I:	22
Who	/shitbox/	here?:
Check	out	my	new	rig	/g/.
Fresh	from	craigslist.	Paid
just	under	£0.01	for	this	rig.

R:	12
Microsoft.NET	vs	Oracle
Java:	Hello	/g/!	I've	got	a

preliminary	offer	to	go	a	140-
day	state-funded

employment	training	in
either	platform.	The	training
programmes	are	almost
identical.	First	40	days	of
.NET	or	Java.	Then	20	days

of	SQL,	application
development	&	testing.	Then
20	days	of	either	.NET	C#
MVC	or	Java	Enterprise.
Last	of	all	is	60	days	of
internship	at	some
company.	What	can	I

R:	12	/	I:	1
VLC	a	shit:	what	the	fuck
/g/?	i	use	vlc	player
everyday	to	watch

nicaraguan	steelworking
cartoons.	but	for	some

reason	when	i	played	a	file
the	sound	went	warbley,	like
one	of	those	linux	tutorial
videos	that	are	recorded	with
fucking	cell-phones.	now	its
that	was	with	any	sound	i

R:	10
Alright	so	heres	the	deal.	I
bought	a	drawing	tablet	last
night.	The	Huion	420	to	be
precise.	Some	have	said	its
not	very	good	for	drawing,
some	have	said	its	great	for
drawing.	I	want	to	know	if
any	of	you	have	used	it	and
how	you	feel	about	it.	but	for

the	$25	I	don't	think	I
messed	up	too	bad.	Thanks

R:	5
Applel	does	it	again:
ANOTHER	REVOLUTION
AFTER	BLOCKING	ALL
THE	APPS	THAT	DO	THE
SAME,	APPLE	WILL
RELEASE	NIGHT	SHIFT
FOR	iOS.	>hey,	you

invented	that!	>Yes,	yes	we
did	: )̂

http://www.theguardian.com/
technology/2016/jan/12/appl

R:	30	/	I:	8
/hpg/	-	Headphone
General:	>Requesting
purchase	advice:

http://pastebin.com/hjHkKD
yM	>/g/	wiki	headphone

FAQ:
https://wiki.installgentoo.co

m/index.php?
title=Headphones	>Previous
thread:	>>52369566	→

R:	34	/	I:	7
>install	Linux	Mint	>get

latest	Firefox	update	>it's	a
few	points	behind	the
Ubuntu	and	other	os

versions	>can't	even	add
search	engines	because
they	decided	to	modify	that
so	you	can	only	add	from
the	Linux	Mint	website	Why
should	I	even	use	this	crap
when	they	take	away	my

freedoms?

R:	2
Hoping	you	guys	can	help
me	out.	When	I	plug	an	iPod
Touch	into	the	usb	port	in
my	car,	it	will	charge	and
also	play	music	through	my
car	speakers,	but	will	stop
playing	when	I	turn	the	car
off	or	change	the	station.	I'm
looking	for	a	(very)	cheap
mp3	player	that	can	do	the

same	thing.	Any

R:	26
Why	won't	programmers
give	useful	feedback	to
upper	management?	Is	it
that	hard	to	take	15	minutes
of	your	day	to	update	your
project's	status?	We	always
have	to	hire	expensive
project	managers	or	else
everything	goes	to	hell,
without	a	nanny	around
programmers	are	literally

R:	2
How	infuriating	I	bought	the
controller	board	for	this	old
lcd	and	it	was	really	hard	to
find	and	it	turns	out	the
screen	has	a	crack	in	it
>not	ur	blog	lmao	Go	fuck
yourselves	I'm	upset

What's	a	good	Linux	distro
to	replace	my	windows	10
machine?	I	like	windows	10
interface-wise,	but	I'm	sick
and	tired	of	worrying	about
all	this	tracking	shit.	I	used
to	(~2007)	be	super	into

Linux,	but	I	haven't	used	it	in
a	number	of	years.
Integrated	support	for
nonfree	drivers/codecs

would	be	a	plus...	I	have	a
laptop,	so	yeah.

R:	4
Hi	/g/,	I	am	looking	to	buy	a
new	phone	and	wanted	to
ask	you	a	question.	What

do	you	think	about
refurbished	mobiles?	Is	it

worth	it?

R:	2
http://www.zdnet.com/article
/windows-users-face-a-

dangerous-world-with-end-of-
support-for-older-internet-
explorer-versions/	IT'S
OVER,	INTERNET
EXPLODER	8/9/10	IS

FINISHED	&	BANKRUPT

R:	12
/fucko/	General	Thread	"Get
on	the	ground,	fucko!

Squad,	take	his	computer
and	all	other	electronics!"
Revival	Edition.	ITT:

>Computer	security	>Home
security	>Online	privacy
>PC	and	data	destruction
methods	COMMON

BULLSHIT	>B-but	I	don't
have	anything	to	hide!

R:	5	/	I:	2
Prebuilts	coming	up?:	So
I	was	going	to	check	my
cancelled	order	on	Newegg
from	the	other	day	and
came	across	this.	Had	10
mins	to	spare	so	figured
what	the	heck.	All	shilling
aside,	if	you	needed	a

startup	PC	these	seems	like
a	good	deal.	Lets	see	how
retarded	/g/	gets	with	this

R:	9
Ready	for	an	idiot	question?
My	nephew	got	a	HP

desktop	for	Christmas	but	it
has	no	video	card.	He	wants
to	buy	one	and	install	it,	but
I	haven't	done	this	in	20
years...	so	I	just	got	a

question..	This	is	the	mother
board..

http://support.hp.com/us-
en/document/c04790427

R:	3
Did	the	CISA	bill	seriously
pass	and	noone	gave	a	shit?
The	text	of	the	bill	was

incorporated	by	amendment
into	a	consolidated	spending
bill	in	the	U.S.	House	on
December	15,	2015,[3]
which	was	signed	into	law
by	President	Barack	Obama
on	December	18,	2015.[4]

R:	9	/	I:	2
http://techreport.com/news/
29585/prime95-can-cause-
intel-skylake-cpus-to-freeze
THE	TIDES	ARE	TURNING.
AMD	CONFIRMED	FOR
2016	TAKEOVER

R:	12
Portfolio	projects:	I	want	to
build	something	that	I	can
put	on	my	portfolio	that	says
"I	know	what	I'm	doing".

What	do	you	have	on	yours
that	you	have	made

independent	from	university
etc?	I've	been	building	a

back-end	API	in	Java	EE	for
a	Snapchat	clone	app	that	I
plan	to	build	in	Windows
Mobile	10	but	I	don't	know	if
that	is	"impressive"	enough.

Any	ideas?

R:	5
anyone	worked	at	robert
half	technology?:	i	might
have	a	job	interview	with

them R:	4	/	I:	1
computers	with	ash	trays

are	technology.

R:	13	/	I:	3
I	want	to	get	into	cassette
ripping,	I'm	trying	to	follow
the	guide	on	what.cd	but	I'm
still	unclear	on	some	things.
I	asked	this	on	/mu/	but
didn't	get	any	good

response	so	I'm	trying	here.
Mainly,	where	can	I	find	a
cassette	player	that	fulfills
all	of	the	requirements	that	I
could	possibly	need?	And

plus,
http://www.endino.com/archi
ve/cassettes.html	says	that
for	correcting	the	azimuth

R:	312	/	I:	84
How	comfy	is	your
battlestation?

R:	5	/	I:	1
Computer	Deals:	Hey	/g/,
Is	this	a	good	deal?	Price	is
in	CAD.	Looking	for	a	rig

that	can	handle	light	gaming
and	store	media.	Can	the
A10	APU	run	most	games
on	low	settings	at	2560	x
1080?	Thanks	for	any	input.

Also	general	deal
discussion	thread	if	you'd

like.

R:	12	/	I:	1
>GWX.exe

R:	7
Most	powerful

recovery/overwritten	data
program:	Hi	there,	does
anyone	knows	a	REALLY
powerful	data	recovery

program?	I	absolutely	need
to	recover	files	that

accidentally	have	been
overwritten	in	my	HDD,
plenty	times,	I	think.

Already	tried	programs	such
as	recuva,	glary	undelete
and	stuff	like	that.	REALLY

R:	51	/	I:	2
Booted	Kali	off	my	usb	drive,
but	I	can't	connect	with	my
network.	Using	a	typical
mac80211to	connect,	is
there	a	way	to	enable	it?
Yes	I'm	a	noob,	gotta	start
somewhere	right?	Related

R:	255	/	I:	17
/cct/	-	Career	and	Cert
Thread:	What	are	you
working	towards?	Need
advice?	Share	your	study
resources!	Let's	talk	tech
careers,	resume	advice,
finding	jobs,	etc.	If	you've
got	a	tech	career:	>Job	Title
>Years	of	Experience

>Degrees/Certs	>How	did
you	find/get	job	>Pay

>Location

R:	290	/	I:	120
Desktop	Thread:	Riced	or

not,	bring	it.
R:	160	/	I:	18

Where	were	you	when	Apple
invented	f.lux?	Linux	BTFO

again R:	141	/	I:	16
What	is	the	best	IDE	and
why	is	it	Visual	Studio
2015?	>inb4	vim	>inb4

neovim	>inb4	emacs	>inb4
nano	Text	editors	are	for

autists.

R:	67	/	I:	3
Do	you	think	humans	are
primiative?	I've	come	to	the
pessimistic	realization	that
we're	no	smarter	than

animals.	I	mean	really,	the
only	thing	separating	us
from	apes	is	our	language
and	electricity.	Without
these	two	things,	where

would	we	be?

R:	156	/	I:	28
>2016	>this	is	still	an

acceptable	way	of	picking
files	in	Linux	>no	thumbnails
so	have	to	either	scroll
through	files	until	you	find
the	right	file	or	open	up	your

file	manager

R:	24	/	I:	1
ELI5	-p	V	-q	is	a	true

statement
R:	2

Application	Development:
What	tools	do	I	need	to
make	an	Android/iPhone
application	that	uses	GPS
location	and	its	own

rudimentary	form	of	social
media?	Passive	aggressive
comments	are	welcome	as
long	as	they	provide	info.

Thanks!

R:	15	/	I:	1
I'm	making	an	RPG,	/g/
What's	the	best	engine	for
it?	I	don't	wanna	necessarily

build	an	engine	from
scratch,	but	I'm	not	too

retarded	to	do	it.	I	want	it	to
have	support	for	image

loading	and	animations,	and
the	basic	RPG	grid	if
possible.	Currently	I'm
looking	at	XNA	and

Monogame,	but	if	there's
something	easier	I'd	gladly
look	into	it.	Also	fuck	pic

R:	64	/	I:	2
Is	4k	resolution	on	a	phone

a	gimmick

R:	12	/	I:	1
FIXING	LAPTOP	MOBO
ON	MY	OWN:	hi,	my	bro
bought	used	laptop	presario
CQ71,	it	came	without
power	supply	(19V/4.74A)
but	he's	not	really	technical
so	he	connected	it	to	power
supply	from	another	laptop
(19.5V/6.76A)	it	powered	up
for	5	seconds	then	gone

down.	i	wonder	what's	dead:
only	power	circuits	or	whole

motherboard	(more
components	that	i	fix	on	my

R:	69	/	I:	11
How	the	fuck	is	this
possible	when	I	pay	for

60mbps	internet?	>straight
from	the	modem	is	about
20-25	mbps	>wifi	is	this
Should	I	call	charter	and
bitch,	or	is	it	really	this

shitty?
R:	24	/	I:	4

Why	aren't	you	using	a
Pentium	4?

R:	315	/	I:	35
/dpt/	-	Daily	Programming

Thread:	old	thread:
>>52372532	What	are	you

working	on,	/g/?

R:	3
I'm	almost	embarassed	to
ask	this	but	I'm	a	git	noob.	I
manage	a	repo,	I	have	to
delete	some	files.	If	I	do	this
and	people	pull	the	changes
from	my	repo,	will	their	local
files	be	deleted?	If	not,	what

happens?

R:	9	/	I:	1
http://ca.msi.com/product/n
otebook/GT72S-6QE-
835CA-Dominator-Pro-G-
Tobii/#hero-specification	Is
this	shit	meme?	I	know

about	desktop	level	laptops
in	Clevo	P870DM	chassis
and	desktop	GTX980	but
then	I	check	power	supply
and	it	is	always	at	300w,	at
300w	desktop	high	end
hardware	just	cant	give	its
maximum.	I	really	hate	to
say	it	but	I	honestly	need
sort	of	gaming	laptop,	whole

R:	4
>2016	>Google	Chrome
extension	website	still

doesn't	have	a	"most	users"
list	or	"most	popular"	or

"highest	rated"

R:	3
>bleeding	edge	>kernel	4.3

R:	5
PIA:	https://smhttp-ssl-

23575.nexcesscdn.net/80A
BE1/sflashrouters/media/cat

alog/category/private-
internet-access-vpn-

service.jpg	How	"fucko"d	are
you?

R:	17	/	I:	2
hey	guys.	i'm	looking	for	a
script/app	(preferably

python)	that	would	be	able
to	read	every	new	tweet	from
a	specific	twitter	acount

(live)	and	click	on	an	area	of
the	screen	if	the	tweet	is
negative	and	another	area	of
the	screen	if	it	is	positive.

thanks

R:	49	/	I:	7
Open	source	office

alternatives:	why	doesn't
any	open	source	office

replacement	software	suite
have	an	easy	to	use	UI	like
M$	office?	(the	ribbons	are
pretty	easy	to	use	and
powerful,	unlike	menu	>
menu	>	menu	>	menu	>
popup	>	menu	>	action)
also	why	is	the	macro

support	on	libre/openoffice
calc	so	shit	compared	to
microsoft	office	excel?	also,
are	there	any	open	source
alternatives	(preferably	ones

R:	298	/	I:	122
Battlestation	thread	Let's	go


